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Abstract
Let a be an L1 symbol defined on Qd , Q = (−, ) with d  1 and let us consider
the multi-indexed sequence of Toeplitz matrices {Tn(a)} with n ∈ Nd . It is well known that
{Tn(a)} is spectrally distributed as a in the sense of the singular values. In this paper we prove
that a sequence as {∑α∏βTn(aαβ)} is spectrally distributed in the sense of the singular
values as the measurable function θ =∑α∏βaαβ for aαβ ∈ L1 and α and β ranging in any
finite set of values. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 15A18; 15A15; 47B35
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1. Introduction
Let a be a d variate complex-valued integrable function, defined over the hyper-
cube Qd , with Q = (−,) and d  1. From the Fourier coefficients of a:
aj = 1
(2)d
∫
Qd
a(s)e−iˆ(j,s) ds, iˆ2 = −1, j = (j1, . . . , jd ) ∈ Zd (1)
with (j, s) =∑dk=1 jksk , n = (n1, . . . , nd) and N(n) = n1 · · · nd . We define the
sequence of Toeplitz matrices {Tn(a)}, where
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Tn(a) = {aj−i}ni,j=eT ∈ CN(n)×N(n), eT = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Nd
is said to be the Toeplitz matrix of order n generated by a (see [13]). Furthermore,
throughout the paper when we write n → ∞ with n = (n1, . . . , nd) being a multi-
index, we mean that min1jd nj → ∞.
The asymptotic distribution of singular values of a sequence of Toeplitz matrices
has been deeply studied in the last century, and strictly depends on the generating
function a (see, for example, [11,14] and the references reported therein).
Theorem 1.1 [14]. If a is complex-valued and integrable over Qd, then the singular
values of {Tn(a)} are distributed as |a(s)|, that is, for any F ∈ C0 (i.e. continuous
with bounded support) it holds
lim
n→∞
1
N(n)
N(n)∑
j=1
F(σj (Tn(a))) = 1
(2)d
∫
Qd
F (|a(s)|) ds, (2)
where σj (Tn(a)), j = 1, . . . , N(n), are the singular values of Tn(a). We write in
short that {Tn(a)} is distributed as a, i.e., {Tn(a)} ∼σ a.
Consider now a finite set {aαβ} of L1 functions and the measurable function
θ =
k∑
α=1
qα∏
β=1
aαβ,
which may fail to belong to L1 so that the sequence {Tn(θ)} is not defined according
to the rule in (1). However, we can consider the sequence of matrices {∑kα=1∏qαβ=1
Tn(aαβ)}. In the following we will prove that:

k∑
α=1
qα∏
β=1
Tn(aαβ)

 ∼σ θ,
where {An} ∼σ θ generically means that for any F ∈ C0 (continuous with bounded
support) it holds
lim
n→∞
1
dn
dn∑
j=1
F(σj (An)) = 1
(2)d
∫
Qd
F (|θ(s)|) ds
with dn denoting the size of An and with dn < dn+1 for any n. When k = 1 and
q1 = 1 the result is Theorem 1.1. The case where all the functions of aαβ belong to
L∞ is considered and solved in [8,10,12] by using mainly matrix theory techniques
(a more analytical approach is considered in [2]). Further results concerning spectral
distribution formulas and other asymptotics for Toeplitz and Toeplitz-like sequences
are in [3,6–11] and reference therein. Finally, we recall that this kind of asymptotics
is of paramount interest for an efficient numerical solution of several problems in
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applied mathematics arising in signal and image processing, time series, PDEs, etc.
(see e.g. [4]).
In the following section we prove the main results.
2. Statement and proof of the results
First, let us introduce some notations and definitions. For any real-valued function
F defined on R and for any matrix An of size dn, by the symbol (F,An), we denote
the mean
1
dn
dn∑
j=1
F [σj (An)]
and by the symbol ‖ · ‖ the spectral norm (Schatten p norms with p = ∞ [1]), where
‖An‖ = σ1(An)
and σ1(An)  σ2(An)  · · ·  σdn(An).
Definition 2.1. Suppose a sequence of matrices {An} of size dn is given. We say
that {{Bn,m}}m, m ∈ N, is an approximating class of sequences (a.c.s.) for {An} if,
for all sufficiently large m ∈ N, the following splittings hold:
An = Bn,m + Rn,m +Nn,m, ∀n > nm (3)
with
rankRn,m  dn c(m), ‖Nn,m‖  ω(m), (4)
where nm, c(m) and ω(m) depend only on m and, moreover,
lim
m→∞ω(m) = 0, limm→∞ c(m) = 0. (5)
We recall that an alternative characterization of the notion of a.c.s. in terms of
other Schatten norms was given in [8]. In the subsequent lemmas, Lemmas 2.1 and
2.2, we relate the notion in Definition 2.1 with the quantity (·, ·).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose a sequence of matrices {An} of size dn is given and suppose
that {{Bn,m}}m, m ∈ N, is an a.c.s. for {An} with Rn,m ≡ 0. Then for any F ∈ C0
there exists θ(·) with θ(m) → 0 as m → ∞ such that
|(F,An)− (F,Bn,m)|  θ(m).
Proof. Adapt the proof of Lemma 2.5 of [8] in the case of the spectral norm. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose a sequence of matrices {An} of size dn is given and sup-
pose that {{Bn,m}}m, m ∈ N, is an a.c.s. for {An} with Nn,m ≡ 0. Then for any F ∈
C0 ∪ BV there exists θ(·) with θ(m) → 0 as m → ∞ such that
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|(F,An)− (F,Bn,m)|  θ(m).
Proof. The statement for F ∈ C0 can be found in [5]. Here we give an alternative
proof which is based on the BV case which is in turn based on the case where the test
function is monotone and bounded.
For any F ∈ C0 and any ! > 0 consider F! ∈ C10 such that ‖F − F!‖∞  !.
Since F! is Lipschitz continuous and its support K is compact, we can write that
F! is in BV (i.e. is of bounded variation) and therefore the thesis is reduced to the BV
case.
Hence let F ∈ BV and let us observe that F = F+ − F−, where F+ and F− are
nondecreasing with
Var(F!) = Var(F+! )+ Var(F−! ).
Therefore, both F+! and F−! are in L∞ and indeed have finite limits at −∞ and ∞.
Then we have
|(F,An)− (F,Bn,m)| |(F+, An)− (F+, Bn,m)|
+ |(F−, An)− (F−, Bn,m)| (6)
so that it is enough to manipulate separately the quantities involving F+ and F− and
the BV case is reduced to the bounded monotone case.
Consider a nondecreasing function G ∈ L∞ and consider the quantity
|(G,An)− (G,Bn,m)|.
For any matrix A, let S(A) be the vector of its singular values ordered nonincreas-
ingly. Let S(Bn,m, q), q integer number, be so that (S(Bn,m, q))i = (S(Bn,m))i+q ,
i = 1, . . . , dn, where (S(Bn,m))j = 0 if j  dn + 1 and (S(Bn,m))j = max{(S(A))1,
(S(Bn,m))1} if j  0. Now, by the Cauchy interlace theorem (see e.g. [1]), it is clear
that
S(Bn,m,−2c(m)dn)  S(Bn,m), S(An)  S(Bn,m, 2c(m)dn),
where “” is intended componentwise and c(m) is the function considered in (4)
and (5). Finally by monotonicity, we deduce that
|(G,An)− (G,Bn,m)|

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
dn
∑
i=1−2k,...,2k
j=dn−2k+1,...,dn+2k
G(σi(Bn,m))−G(σj (Bn,m))
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
 16k
dn
‖G‖∞,
where k = 2c(m)dn. Therefore we conclude that
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We now choose !m → 0 such that
max
{‖F−!m‖∞, ‖F+!m‖∞}  (c(m))−1/2
and finally by considering (6) and (7) we get
|(F,An)− (F,Bn,m)|  θ(m)
with θ(m) = 2!m + 64(c(m))1/2 and the proof is complete. 
Now we are ready for proving a result which turns out to be very useful for dealing
with asymptotic distribution problems. Its proof is essentially based on the arguments
followed by Tilli in Proposition 2.7 of [10].
Proposition 2.3. Let dn be an increasing sequence of natural numbers. Suppose
a sequence of matrices {An} of size dn is given such that {{Bn,m}}m, m ∈ Nˆ ⊂ N,
#Nˆ = ∞, is an a.c.s. for {An} in the sense of Definition 2.1. Suppose that, for all
sufficiently large m ∈ N and for all F ∈ C0, there exist the limits
lim
n→∞(F,Bn,m) = m(F) and limm→∞m(F) = (F ). (8)
Then it necessarily holds
lim
n→∞(F,An) = (F ) ∀F ∈ C0. (9)
Proof. Observe that, from (8), it easily follows that  and m are bounded lin-
ear functionals over C0, and |(F )|, |m(F)|  ‖F‖∞. For any large m and for all
n > nm it holds
|(F,An)− (F )|  αn,m + βn,m + γn,m + |m(F)− (F )|, (10)
where
αn,m = |(F,An)− (F,Bn,m +Nn,m)|,
βn,m = |(F,Bn,m + Nn,m)− (F,Bn,m)|,
γn,m = |(F,Bn,m)− m(F)|.
From Lemma 2.1 it follows lim supn→∞ αn,m  θ1(m) for all m. From Lemma 2.2
we have lim supn→∞ βn,m  θ2(m) ∀m. From assumption (8) it follows lim supn→∞
γn,m = 0 for all m. Since lim sup is subadditive, from (10) we obtain
lim sup
n→∞
|(F,An)− (F )|
 θ1(m)+ θ2(m)+ |m(F)− (F )| ∀m. (11)
Taking the limit for m→∞, we obtain that the above lim sup is 0, and (9) fol-
lows. 
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Remark 2.1. In what follows, we will use Proposition 2.3 extensively in connection
with a special choice of the functionals  and m. In particular, we will use the
functional
[k](F ) = 1
(2)d
∫
Qd
F (|k(s)|) ds, F ∈ C0
with special choices of the parameter k belonging to the algebra of the measurable
functions over Qd . It is evident that the considered choice provides a link with
Theorem 1.1.
Since it will be useful in the following, we recall that a sequence of matrices {An}n
is sparsely unbounded (s.u.) iff, by definition, ∀M > 0, ∃n¯M such that for n  n¯M
we have
#{i: σi(An) > M}
dn
 r(M), lim
M→∞ r(M) = 0. (12)
Therefore by invoking the singular value decomposition, we have
An = A(1)n,M + A(2)n,M, ‖A(1)n,M‖  M, rankA(2)n,M  r(M)dn. (13)
It is almost trivial to see that if {An} ∼σ θ with measurable θ taking values on C ∪
{∞}, then {An} s.u. iff θ is sparsely unbounded, that is, limM→∞ µ{x: |θ(x)| >
M} = 0 with µ{·} denoting the usual Lebesgue measure. Furthermore, we observe
that any function a belonging to L1(Qd) is sparsely unbounded and that the product
ν(x) of a finite number of s.u. functions is s.u., since the Lebesgue measure of the
set where |ν(x)| = ∞ is 0.
Proposition 2.4. Let {An}n and {Bn}n, An,Bn ∈ Cdn×dn, be two given sparsely
unbounded (s.u.) matrix sequences. Suppose that
{{YA,n,m}n}m and {{YB,n,m}n}m,
m ∈ Nˆ ⊂ N, #Nˆ =∞, are two a.c.s., in the sense of Definition 2.1, for {An} and
{Bn}, respectively. Then {{YA,n,mYB,n,m}n}m is an a.c.s. for the sequence {AnBn}n.
Proof. Consider the product AnBn. Then by exploiting the splittings of An and Bn
given in (3) and (4), we have
AnBn=YA,n,mYB,n,m + RA,n,mBn +NA,n,mBn
+YA,n,mNB,n,m + YA,n,mRB,n,m
with
max{‖NA,n,m‖, ‖NB,n,m‖}  ω(m),
max{rankRA,n,m, rankRB,n,m}  c(m)dn
and
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lim
m→∞max{ω(m), c(m)} = 0.
Therefore, rankRA,n,mBn + YA,n,mRB,n,m  2c(m)dn. In order to prove that
{{YA,n,mYB,n,m}n} is an a.c.s. for {AnBn}n, we still need to prove that the matrix
NA,n,mBn + YA,n,mNB,n,m can be decomposed as a sum of a term bounded in spec-
tral norm by a quantity depending only on m and going to 0 as m tends to ∞ and
of a term whose rank divided by dn is bounded from above by another quantity
depending only on m and going to 0 as m tends to ∞. This is proved by using the
assumption that {An}n and {Bn}n are s.u. Indeed, by this hypothesis, by (13), and
choosing M ≡ Mm = [ω(m)]−1/2, it follows that
An = A(1)n,Mm + A
(2)
n,Mm
, Bn = B(1)n,Mm + B
(2)
n,Mm
,
with
‖A(1)n,Mm‖, ‖B
(1)
n,Mm
‖  Mm, rankA(2)n,Mm, rankB
(2)
n,Mm
 θ(Mm)dn.
Consequently, we have
NA,n,mBn + YA,n,mNB,n,m
= NA,n,mB(1)n,Mm +NA,n,mB
(2)
n,Mm
+ AnNB,n,m
−NA,n,mNB,n,m − RA,n,mNB,n,m
= NA,n,mB(1)n,Mm +NA,n,mB
(2)
n,Mm
+ A(1)n,MmNB,n,m
+A(2)n,MmNB,n,m − NA,n,mNB,n,m − RA,n,mNB,n,m,
where
‖NA,n,mB(1)n,Mm‖, ‖A
(1)
n,Mm
NB,n,m‖  [ω(m)]1/2,
rankNA,n,mB(2)n,Mm, rankA
(2)
n,Mm
NB,n,m  θ(Mm)dn,
‖NA,n,mNB,n,m‖  [ω(m)]2 and rankRA,n,mNB,n,m  c(m)dn.
By using the subadditivity of the rank and of the norm the claimed thesis
follows. 
Lemma 2.5. Let a ∈ L1(Qd) and {pm} be a sequence of polynomials converging
to a in the L1 norm. Then {{Tn(pm)}}m is an a.c.s. for {Tn(a)}.
Proof. We point out that, for any m, the sequence {Tn(a)− Tn(pm)} coincides with
{Tn(a − pm)} and therefore it is enough to exploit the singular value decomposition
of Tn(a − pm) for large m and n and the assumption that pm converges in L1 norm
(and therefore in measure) to a. Indeed, by the assumption, there exists a function
k(m) going to 0 such that ‖a − pm‖L1  (2)d k(m) and then, by Lemma 3.1 in
[11], the relation
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N(n)∑
j=1
σj (Tn(a − pm))  2N(n)k(m) (14)
holds ∀n and ∀m. Therefore we have
#{j : σj (Tn(a − pm)) >
√
k(m)}  2N(n)√k(m)
and, by the singular value decomposition, we deduce that
Tn(a − pm) = Rn,m +Nn,m
with rankRn,m  N(n)c(m) and ‖Nn,m‖  ω(m), where c(m) = 2 √k(m)
and ω(m) = √k(m). 
Lemma 2.6. Let a and b be two functions belonging to L1(Qd). Then
{Tn(a)Tn(b)}
is distributed as the measurable function ab.
Proof. We remark that {Tn(a)} and {Tn(b)} are sparsely unbounded since they are
distributed as sparsely unbounded functions. Let {pa,m} and {pb,m} be two sequences
of polynomials converging to a and b in the L1 norm, respectively. By Lemma 2.5,
{{Tn(pa,m)}}m is an a.c.s. for {Tn(a)} and {{Tn(pb,m)}}m is an a.c.s. for {Tn(b)}.
Then, by Proposition 2.4, we conclude that the collection {{Tn(pa,m)Tn(pb,m)}}m is
an a.c.s. for {Tn(a)Tn(b)}. But by direct inspection we see that Tn(pa,m)Tn(pb,m) =
Tn(pa,mpb,m)+ Rn,m, where Rn,m is of rank bounded by k(m)N(n)∑dj=1 n−1j (re-
call that Tn(p) is a multilevel band matrix if p is polynomial of fixed degree) and
therefore, by definition, {{Tn(pa,mpb,m)}}m is an a.c.s. for {Tn(a)Tn(b)} as well.
Finally, by Theorem 1.1, we have
{Tn(pa,mpb,m)} ∼σ pa,mpb,m
and pa,mpb,m converges in measure to ab so that the application of Proposition 2.3
concludes the proof where we have chosen  = [ab], m = [pa,mpb,m] and
[k] is defined as in Remark 2.1. 
Lemma 2.7. Let k be a positive natural number and {aα: α = 1, . . . , k} be a finite
set of functions belonging to L1(Qd). Then{
k∏
α=1
Tn(aα)
}
is distributed as the measurable function∏kα=1 aα.
Proof. It is substantially the same argument as in Lemma 2.7. If {paα,m} is a se-
quence of polynomials converging in L1 norm to aα , then
∏k
α=1 paα,m converg-
es in measure to
∏k
α=1 aα. A repeated application of Proposition 2.4 tells us that
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{{∏kα=1 Tn(paα,m)}}m is an a.c.s. for {∏kα=1 Tn(aα)} and therefore, since any paα,m is
a polynomial, the collection {{Tn(∏kα=1 paα,m)}}m is a new a.c.s. for {∏kα=1 Tn(aα)}.
Finally, the use of Theorem 1.1 and a final application of Proposition 2.3 conclude
the proof. (Here we have chosen = [∏kα=1 aα],m = [∏kα=1 paα,m]with[k]
being defined as in Remark 2.1.) 
Theorem 2.8. Let k and qα, α = 1, . . . , k, be positive natural numbers and {aα,β :
α = 1, . . . , k, β = 1, . . . , qα} be a finite set of functions belonging to L1(Qd). Then

k∑
α=1
qα∏
β=1
Tn(aαβ)

 ∼σ θ =
k∑
α=1
qα∏
β=1
aαβ.
Proof. It is enough to remark that the sum of a finite collection {{B(α)n,m}}m of a.c.s.
for the sequence {A(α)n } is an a.c.s. for {∑α A(α)n }. In our case, by Lemma 2.7, we
deduce thatA(α)n =∏qαβ=1 Tn(aαβ) andB(α)n,m = Tn(∏qαβ=1 paαβ,m), wherepaαβ ,m con-
verges in the L1 norm to aαβ . To conclude, use Theorem 1.1 and the key Proposition
2.3 with
 = 

 k∑
α=1
qα∏
β=1
aαβ

 and m = 

 k∑
α=1
qα∏
β=1
paαβ,m


and [k] being as in Remark 2.1. 
Remark 2.2. If θ =∑kα=1∏qαβ=1aαβ belongs to the L1 class, then it makes sense
to consider the sequence {Tn(θ)}. Indeed, it is easy to see that

k∑
α=1
qα∏
β=1
Tn(aαβ)

 and {Tn(θ)}
are equally distributed since {∑kα=1∏qαβ=1Tn(aαβ)− Tn(θ)} is clustered at 0 (to see
this it is enough to think again to the proofs of Lemmas 2.6, 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 by
taking into account that θ ∈ L1).
Remark 2.3. The most classical (and successful) approach to the asymptotics for
finite Toeplitz structures consists in using the corresponding infinite-dimensional
Toeplitz operators T (·) = T∞(·) (see e.g. [3]). This clearly works if the symbols are
univariate and continuous since T (a)T (b) = T (ab)+K, where K is a compact
operator (see the beautiful formula due to Widom [15]). However, if a and b belong
to L1 (or if the symbols a and b are multivariate), then the above formula is not well
defined since, in general, ab may fail to belong to L1 so that we cannot give sense to
T (ab) (orK is not compact if we consider the multivariate case). Hence, the “finite-
dimensional” approach described in this note seems to be more versatile and flexible
at least in this context.
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